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Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark 

a b s t r a c t 

Cyber-physical systems deployed in areas like automotive, avionics, or industrial control are often distributed systems. The operation of such systems requires 
coordinated execution of the individual tasks with bounded communication network latency to guarantee quality-of-control. Both the time for computing and 
communication needs to be bounded and statically analyzable. 

To provide deterministic communication between end-systems, real-time networks can use a variety of industrial Ethernet standards typically based on time-division 
scheduling and enforced by real-time enabled network switches. For the computation, end-systems need time-predictable processors where the worst-case execution 
time of the application tasks can be analyzed statically. 

This paper presents a time-predictable end-system with support for deterministic communication using the open-source processor Patmos. The proposed architecture 
is deployed in a TTEthernet network, and the protocol software stack is implemented, and the worst-case execution time is statically analyzed. The developed 
end-system is evaluated in an experimental network setup composed of six TTEthernet nodes that exchange periodic frames over a TTEthernet switch. 
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. Introduction 

Advancements in the field of safety-critical systems for industrial
ontrol and avionics/automotive automation have brought a recent fo-
us on distributed real-time system communication [44] . This trend is
mphasized by the upcoming paradigm of Industry 4.0 and the recent
fforts of the time-sensitive networking (TSN) group [15] to develop a
et of deterministic Ethernet standards that meets the requirement for
ystem’s interoperability and real-time communications. 

The correct execution of real-time applications depends both on the
unctional correctness of the result as well as the time it takes to pro-
uce the result. A typical example that illustrates this criticality of func-
ional and temporal correctness is a vehicle collision avoidance system.
n this situation, the processor must correctly detect a possible object,
ut it is equally important that communication time, from the cam-
ra to the processor, and processing time, of the image on the proces-
or, are deterministically bounded to consider the system as correctly
unctioning. 

To achieve deterministic communication with bounded latency,
eal-time systems often employ a time-triggered (TT) communication
aradigm such as the well-known time-triggered protocol [18] , which
s based on a cooperative schedule and a network-wide notion of time
35] . This approach can be implemented on Ethernet communications,
uch as TTEthenet [17] and TSN [10] , to provide the guaranteed net-
orking services (latency, bandwidth, and jitter) to distributed real-time
pplications in avionics, automotive, and industrial control systems. 
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In this work, we focus on safety-critical systems and investigate
he TTEthernet protocol. TTEthernet uses a fault-tolerant synchronized
ommunication cycle with strict guarantees for transmission latency
17] . In addition, the protocol provides support for rate-constrained traf-
c and best-effort traffic classes. TTEthernet has been standardized un-
er the aerospace standard SAE AS6802 [43] and has been implemented
s a communication bus replacement in both automotive and aerospace
eal-time applications [7,23] . 

This paper presents a time-predictable TTEthernet end-system imple-
ented on the open-source processor Patmos [33] , allowing for static
CET analysis of the networking code. This work enables the Patmos

rocessor to communicate through a deterministic network protocol,
llowing the possibility for end-to-end bounded latency communication
hat includes the software stack. We do so by extending the existing Eth-
rnet controller driver and implement a TTEthernet software stack. We
est the performance of the controller driver by evaluating the achieved
lock synchronization and correct exchange of TT frames and perform
 static WCET analysis of the software stack. 

The main contributions of this work are: 

• A TTEthernet node that combines time-predictable execution of tasks
with time-triggered communication through TTEthernet 

• A WCET analyzable Ethernet software stack, which allows to stat-
ically guarantee that all deadlines and end-to-end timing require-
ments are met 

• Performing a comparative analysis of the effects of number of inte-
gration cycles against the achieved clock synchronization 
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a  
• Implementing a PI controller that improves the achieved clock syn-
chronization precision 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first WCET analyzable
TEthernet node that combines time-predictable communication over
thernet with time-predictable execution of tasks. The presented design
s available in open source. 1 An initial version of this work has been
resented in [24] . 

This paper is organized into six sections: Section 2 presents related
ork on TTEthernet. Section 3 provides a background on the TTEther-
et internals. Section 4 describes the design and implementation of a
ime-predictable TTEthernet node. Section 5 evaluates our design with
easurements and static WCET analysis performed on a system consist-

ng of a switch and six nodes. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

. Related work 

Traditional real-time communication was based on bus protocols
uch as CAN and PROFIBUS that can send small prioritized frames
ith bounded latency. CAN was later extended with TT capabilities.
his TTCAN bus restricts nodes to only transmit frames in specific time
lots, thus increasing the determinism of the communication [21] . The
ain limitations of both CAN and TTCAN are a maximum bandwidth

f 1 Mbit/s, and limited cable length, which depends on the bandwidth
f the bus [3] . To overcome these obstacles, FlexRay was introduced to
eplace CAN discussed in [34] . 

As the demand for higher bandwidth increases, the industry has
tarted looking towards Ethernet-based real-time protocols. Several dif-
erent standards and protocols, such as EtherCAT, Ethernet Powerlink,
nd TTEthernet, were developed, some of which have been compared
n [8] . 

Another emerging Ethernet protocol for real-time systems is TSN
10] . TSN emerges from the audio-video bridging (AVB) protocol with
he addition of a time-scheduled mechanism for real-time communica-
ion through the use of a gate control list on the transmission paths.

orst-case analysis of TSN networks is presented in [47] . The schedula-
ility of the gate control list has been investigated by various works such
s [12,28] that showed that rate-constrained traffic can co-exist with
ime-triggered but introduces small jitter. In [6] , the authors achieve
ero jitter determinism of TT frames by enforcing time-based isolation
f the traffic flows but reducing the solution space for TSN networks.
he timing synchronization mechanism of TSN is based on the well
nown IEEE 1588 Precise Time Protocol which has been characterized
y [19] and experimentally verified to achieve sub-microsecond preci-
ion by various works such as [13,20,22] . 

Both protocols, TSN and TTEthernet, aim to provide support for TT
ommunication. They have been directly compared in [46] , and the two
rotocols focus on different real-time system requirements and provide
ifferent levels of criticality. TSN offers greater flexibility and band-
idth fairness over TTEthernet but is only suitable for soft-real time

raffic due to its lack of fault-tolerant clock synchronization and low
ranularity scheduling mechanism [5] . 

Research on TTEthernet communication has been focused on the
ollowing perspectives: (a) timing analysis of the communication links
48,49] , (b) schedule synthesis for frame flows [9,39,41] , and (c) inves-
igating the clock synchronization [1,36] . In contrast, this work inves-
igates the implementation characteristics of a TTEthernet compatible
nd-system that supports WCET analysis of the software on the end-
ystem and its integration within a TTEthernet network. 

Latency and jitter through a single TTEthernet switch have been mea-
ured in [2] using off-the-shelf components combined with a proprietary
TEthernet Linux driver. A performance validation setup was presented
or TTEthernet networks, and the relation between end-to-end latency,
1 see https://github.com/t-crest/patmos 

s  

t  

o  
itter, and frame size was investigated. A comparison between a com-
ercial off-the-shelf switch and a TTEthernet switch was presented as
 function of link utilization and end-to-end latency. This emphasized
he benefits of TTEthernet over standard Ethernet switches. The mea-
ured jitter for the system was dependent on frame size, and the authors
bserved a jitter of 10 μs for frames smaller than 128 bytes and 30 μs
or larger frames. Furthermore, a model of analyzing the worst-case la-
ency of TTEthernet in the existence of rate-constrained traffic load is
resented in [49] . The model shows that it is possible to provide safe
ounds for rate-constrained traffic, and it is evaluated over a simulated
etwork topology of an Airbus A380 aircraft. 

Scheduling of TTEthernet communication has been investigated in
39] . It proposes a scheduling approach for TT traffic that allows the
alculation of the transmission and reception time instants by each
onnected real-time application. The synthesis for static scheduling for
ixed-criticality systems has been investigated in [41] . The concept of

chedule porosity was introduced, allowing un-synchronized (best-effort
r rate-constrained) traffic to be mixed with time-triggered traffic with-
ut suffering from starvation. Moreover, in [40] , the authors further
ptimize TTEthernet schedules for mixed-criticality applications by pre-
enting a schedule that allocates more bandwidth to best-effort traffic
hile still preserving determinism of TT traffic. 

Clock synchronization is an essential part of TTEthernet as it guar-
ntees the synchronized communication of the network end-systems ac-
ording to the global schedule. Depending on the clock synchronization
ccuracy requirements of an application, the minimum number of inte-
ration cycles per cycle period can be calculated [30] . In [45] , the au-
hors investigate in a simulated environment a least-squares algorithm
hat manages the compensation of the error. In both cases, accurate mea-
urements of the achieved synchronization accuracy, i.e., standard devi-
tion and avg/max/min values, are not discussed, and the methodology
s implemented on a simulated environment of a TTEthernet clock. In
ur setup, we use the TTEthernet clock synchronization mechanism that
mproves the clock error by adding a PI controller and the setup is eval-
ated experimentally. 

In our review of related work, we identified that most papers focus
n analyzing the communication components of TTEthernet. We found
ust a single paper that described the implementation and analysis of
 TTEthernet end-system. A software-based TTEthernet end-system has
reviously been developed for AUTOSAR [11] , which is a standardized
oftware architecture for control units in cars. The implemented AU-
OSAR system acts as a synchronization client and uses existing hard-
are capabilities of Ethernet controllers to timestamp incoming clock

ynchronization frames, and the authors observed a jitter of approxi-
ately 32 μs. Regarding the processing time of the protocol the authors
rovide CPU utilization and memory overhead metrics. Precise end-to-
nd latency of the system is unclear due to a non-deterministic dispatch
nd receive function. In contrast to our work, the authors do not provide
CET analysis of these functions, and although they discuss the impor-

ance of these delays in the calculation of the end-to-end latency, they
o not provide measurements or static timing analysis. We provide static
CET analysis of all software components of our TTEthernet stack. 
To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to present a WCET

nalyzable TTEthernet end-system that combines time-predictable com-
unication over Ethernet with time-predictable execution of tasks. The
resented design is available in open source. 

. TTEthernet background 

.1. Overview 

The deterministic communication capabilities offered by TTEthernet
re based on special switches that handle TT traffic according to a global
chedule, as well as end-system equipped with TTEthernet capable con-
rollers for transmission and clock synchronization. TTEthernet technol-
gy is proprietary. However, an initial version of the switch architecture

https://github.com/t-crest/patmos
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Fig. 1. Ethernet type II frame. Critical traffic identifies a destination using a CT 
marker and VL ID instead of a MAC address. 

Fig. 2. Switch delay in relation to the receive and send windows. 
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Fig. 3. Example of integration and cluster cycles. 
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s presented in [38] . The design of the first hardware TTEthernet con-
roller is presented in [37] . 

TTEthernet supports best-effort (BE) traffic and two types of critical
raffic (CT): rate-constrained [4,48] and time-triggered (TT). TT traffic
akes priority over rate-constrained traffic, which takes priority over
est-effort traffic. This paper focuses on TT traffic. 

CT is sent and received using the concept of a virtual link (VL). A VL
s a relation between a sender and one or more receivers and is identified
y a unique ID. Switches know the VL definitions, and nodes know on
hich VL they are allowed to send. CT is formatted as standard Ethernet

rames, but it differs from best-effort traffic by having the destination
AC address field used for the CT marker and for the VL on which the

rame belongs, as shown in Fig. 1 . Depending on the VL, switches can
orward the CT frame to the right port. 

.2. Time-triggered traffic 

TT traffic is transmitted at pre-defined time slots. Thus, a VL defini-
ion includes a receive window where the switch accepts frames from
he sender, and send windows where the switch passes frames to the
eceivers. The switch ignores all frames received outside of the defined
indow in order to guarantee bounded end-to-end latency and minimal

itter for other frames. The latency depends on the delay between the
eceive and the send windows in the switch. This latency is called switch
elay. Fig. 2 shows the possible minimum and maximum delays of an
utgoing frame in relation to the receive and send windows. 

The latency also depends on the transmission time (frame size over
andwidth) and the propagation delay (cable distance over propagation
peed). For a system with short wires, the propagation delay is in the
ange of nanoseconds. The expected minimum and maximum latency for
 VL in a given TTEthernet system can be calculated using Eqs. (1) and
2) . 64 and 1518 are the minimum and maximum possible Ethernet
rame sizes, SD min and SD max are the minimum and maximum switch
elays, d the network cable length, and s the propagation speed. 

 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑆𝐷 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑠 ) + 

64 𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 ⋅ 8 𝑏𝑖𝑡 
𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 

𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑑 𝑡ℎ ( 𝑏𝑖𝑡 
𝑠 
) 
+ 

𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ( 𝑚 ) 
𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ( 

𝑚 

𝑠 
) 

(1)

 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑆𝐷 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑠 ) + 

1518 𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 ⋅ 8 𝑏𝑖𝑡 
𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 

𝑏𝑖𝑡 
+ 

𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ( 𝑚 ) 
𝑚 (2)
𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑑 𝑡ℎ ( 
𝑠 
) 𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ( 𝑠 ) t
.3. Clock synchronization 

All nodes and switches need a global notion of time to send frames
t the right moment in time. Clock synchronization is carried out peri-
dically every integration cycle (typically in the range of 1–10 ms). The
chedule for TT traffic is also periodic and repeats every cluster cycle,
hich is an integer multiple of the integration cycle. Fig. 3 shows an

xample of TT traffic in a system with an integration period of 10 ms
nd two integration cycles per cluster cycle. The schedule defines TT
raffic by its period and the offset from the start of the cluster cycle. For
xample, TTE3 in Fig. 3 has a period of 20 ms and an offset of 10 ms. 

Clock synchronization is achieved through the exchange of proto-
ol control frames (PCF). There are three types of PCFs in TTEthenet:
ntegration frame, cold-start frame, and cold-start acknowledge frame.
ntegration frames are used in the periodic synchronization, while the
ast two types of PCF are used exclusively during start-up. PCFs are used
or synchronization only when they become permanent. This happens
t the point in time when the receiver knows that all related frames that
ave been sent to it prior to the send time of this frame have arrived or
ill never arrive [16] . The permanence point in time ( Permanence PIT ) is

alculated by the TTEthernet protocol as the worst-case delay ( D max ) mi-
us the dynamic delay ( D actual ) that a synchronization frame experiences
lus the reception timestamp as shown in Eq. (3) . The dynamic delay
 D actual ) is provided by the frames transparent clock value. This mecha-
ism allows for a receiver to re-establish the send order of frames, and
t used for remote clock reading during a synchronization operation. As-
uming the transparent clock depicts the transmission time ( D actual ) and
ased on the statically scheduled receive point in time ( ScheduledRX PIT )
he clock difference ( ClockDiff) is calculated as in Eq. (4) . 

 𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝐼𝑇 = 𝑅𝑋 𝑃𝐼𝑇 + ( 𝐷 𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐷 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 ) (3)

𝑙𝑜𝑐 𝑘𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑆𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑋 𝑃𝐼𝑇 − 𝑃 𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝐼𝑇 (4)

Switches and nodes are involved in the exchange of PCFs for syn-
hronization in three different roles: synchronization masters, synchro-
ization clients, and compression masters. Typically, the switches act as
ompression masters, and the nodes are either synchronization masters
r clients. Each node keeps track of when they believe the integration
ycle has started, which is when synchronization masters send out inte-
ration frames. Compression masters use the permanence times of these
rames to decide on the correct clock and send integration frames to all
ynchronization masters and clients. A returning integration frame is ex-
ected to be permanent 2 ⋅max _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 after the beginning
f the integration cycle, where 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 is the time it takes a com-
ression master to evaluate the frames. An acceptance window around
his expected permanence point defines whether or not the node should
ccept the PCF as correct. The acceptance window has a width of twice
he expected precision of the system, defined as the maximum difference
etween two correct local clocks. If the PCF is accepted, the difference
etween the expected and actual permanence time is used to correct
he clock. Correction is typically delayed until it is sure that the cor-
ected clock will not fall back within the acceptance window, as shown
n Fig. 4 . If more than one compression master is present, the synchro-
ization masters and clients receive multiple PCF in the acceptance win-
ow. In this case, the clock correction uses a fault-tolerant average of
he differences between expected and actual permanence time. 
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Fig. 4. Overview of clock synchronization, adapted from [27] . 

Fig. 5. Overview of the Patmos Ethernet controller, adapted from [29] . It is 
connected to Patmos through an OCP bus, and to the physical PHY chip through 
MII. 
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Fig. 6. The intended flow of user programs. The controller is first initialized 
with all constants of the system. The regular operation is performed by a 
loop where the program continually waits until a frame is received, calls the 
tte_receive function, and then reacts to the reply. 
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. Design and implementation of the TTEthernet node 

In this section, we present the design and implementation of our
TEthernet node. First, we describe the hardware platform. Then, we
xplain the functionality of the developed software stack. Finally, we
resent the theoretical limits of the implementation. 

We provide a time-predictable end node for a TTEthernet system,
ncluding hardware design and WCET analysis of the network software.

e focus on time-predictable program execution and traffic transmis-
ion. Generating the static schedule for the time-triggered traffic and
llocation of TT frames is out of the scope of this paper. We rely on
vailable solutions, e.g., the scheduling tool that is part of the TTEther-
et toolset. 

.1. Hardware 

The proposed TTEthernet node is based on the Patmos [33] , a time-
redictable processor used in the T-CREST platform [31,32] , and on an
pen-source Ethernet controller. The controller is based on the EthMac
lock from OpenCores [26] , which was previously ported for Patmos
29] . 

Fig. 5 shows the hardware architecture of the node. The Patmos pro-
essor, as well as the RX/TX buffer, uses a variant of the OCP interface,
hile the EthMac block uses the Wishbone interface. A dedicated mul-

iplexing bridge component manages the conversion between the two
rotocols. It allows Patmos to access the configuration registers in the
thMac controller and the RX/TX buffer as memory-mapped IO devices.
he EthMac controller connects to the PHY chip through the media-

ndependent interface (MII). 
Receiving and transmitting frames from the EthMac block is based on

uffer descriptors. These are data structures stored in the EthMac con-
roller and containing the address to an associated buffer in the RX/TX
uffer component, as well as the length and status of the buffer. The Eth-
ac controller can receive a new frame only when there is at least one

vailable receive buffer. Otherwise, the EthMac controller discards the
rame. After receiving a frame, the controller writes the receive status
nto the associated buffer descriptor, and the controller may generate an
nterrupt (if enabled). The buffer will stay unavailable until the driver
oftware marks the buffer descriptor empty again. 
To send and receive TT traffic, no changes are required to the hard-
are architecture of the existing Ethernet controller [29] . However, the
thMac core was configured in promiscuous mode to avoid any filter-
ng of frames on MAC addresses. Additionally, it was configured as full-
uplex to avoid sending and receiving blocking each other. The func-
ionality of the proposed node entirely lies in software, in the C library
te.c . 

We implemented two different versions of the proposed solution: (1)
here the program discovers received frames through polling, and (2)
here the Ethernet controller triggers an interrupt whenever a frame

s received. Using interrupts for time stamping of an arriving Ethernet
rame is not the best solution since the start of the execution of the inter-
upt routine introduces jitter due to cache hits and misses. This receive
itter is critical in our implementation as it degrades the timestamp pre-
ision and results in lower clock synchronization quality. The jitter was
easured at − 26 μs, with the resulting clock precision varying between
 10 μs and 16 μs. Further results regarding the evaluation of the clock
ynchronization are discussed in Section 5.2 . 

The polling solution solves this problem by using a periodic task that
s scheduled to be released just before the next synchronization frame
rrives. The release time needs to include enough time to contain the
orst-case preemption delay and the possible jitter of the PCF itself. In

his case, the processor is ready to listen to the Ethernet port in a tight
oop in order to get a better timestamp in software. Therefore, in the
olling solution, the actual polling runs only for a short time, which is
efined according to the generated TTEthernet schedule, without block-
ng the processor. As future work, we plan to change the Ethernet con-
roller to include hardware support for time-stamping incoming PCFs
20] . 

.2. Software 

Our node acts as a synchronization client and connects to a single
witch. The developed software stack offers three main functionalities:
nitialization, receiving, and sending. 

Fig. 6 shows the intended flow of programs using the developed sys-
em. At first, the program initializes the controller with static informa-
ion regarding the system, information on VLs, and the schedule. After
nitialization, the periodic task starts. It contains a call to the applica-
ion code, which the programmer needs to organize as a cyclic executive,
nd then polling the Ethernet controller when a new frame is expected
o arrive. 

It is necessary to ensure that the receive time of integration frames is
ecorded as precisely as possible to enable correct clock synchronization.
he received frame is then passed through the tte_receive function,
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Fig. 7. Example of schedule generation. The two VLs with the offset and period 
shown in the top left result in the schedule in the bottom right when the cluster 
cycle is 8 ms. The top right shows the next send time of each VL at different 
steps in the algorithm. 
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hich will synchronize the local clock in case of an integration frame,
r otherwise return a value indicating the frame type. The rest of the
ody depends on the purpose of the program itself. 

Outgoing TT frames can be scheduled anywhere in the program body
nd will be sent according to the system schedule through timer inter-
upts. To avoid fluctuations in the clock synchronization, the system
chedule, and the WCET of the program body should follow the limits
escribed in Section 4.3 . 

.2.1. Initialization 

The system needs to be initialized before a program loop can start.
he initialization data includes: the integration cycle, the cluster cycle,
ow many VLs the node can send on, the maximum transmission delay,
he compression delay of the switch, and the system precision. Further-
ore, the permitted send time for each VL needs to be known, so each
L gets initialized with an ID, an offset, and a period. The TTEther-
et switch ensures that only relevant and correctly timed TT frames are
assed on to the network. As soon as the TTEthernet receive function
eceives the first PCF, it starts the timer for the sending function. 

During initialization, RX buffers are also set up (by configuring buffer
escriptors). Multiple buffers are needed to ensure that frames are not
ost while the latest frame is still in use. The precise number of buffers
epends on the system and schedule. 

.2.2. Receiving and clock synchronization 

Frame reception is performed periodically based on the scheduled
eceive point in time. At each reception cycle, a function starts con-
inuously polling the interrupt source register for a specified timeout
uration, until the bit signifying that a frame has been received is set.
his is done with a function called tte_wait_for_frame , which is
lso responsible for recording the receive time by reading the current
ycle count. After a frame has been received and the receive time has
een stored, we mark the buffer as empty and clear the interrupt source
implemented in the function tte_clear_free_rx_buffer ). Af-
erwards, the tte_receive function (described below) is called. 

The tte_receive function initially checks the type of the frame.
f it is a PCF type, the integration frame is used to synchronize the local
lock to the master clock. If the received frame is not a PCF type, the
unction returns the received frame to the application. 

For clock synchronization, the permanence point is calculated by
dding the maximum delay and subtracting the transparent clock. For
eeping track of when the controller expects synchronization masters to
ave sent the PCF, a variable called start_time is used. On receiv-
ng the very first PCF, this is set to 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 _ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − (2 ⋅max _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 +
𝑜𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 ) . start_time is used to calculate the scheduled receive
oint, which is used to calculate the acceptance window. If the per-
anence point is outside the acceptance window, the start_time is

eset to zero, and the function returns zero. In this way, the user pro-
ram can immediately see that an error has occurred, and the controller
eturns to regular operation when it receives a correctly timed PCF once
gain. 

If the permanence point is within the acceptance window, the differ-
nce between permanence point and scheduled receive point is added
o the start_time , synchronizing the local clock to the master clock.
he controller does not need to wait until after the acceptance window
o synchronize, because the implementation only assumes one switch in
he network, and thus only one PCF per integration cycle. Therefore, it
s irrelevant whether or not the local clock goes back within the accep-
ance window. 

.2.3. Sending 

Frames must be sent according to a predefined schedule, which re-
uires some queuing mechanism, as the program should not be expected
o calculate the exact send times itself. The ethlib send function ex-
ects outgoing frames to be stored in the RX/TX buffer and requires the
pecific address and size of the frame. One send queue is created per
L during initialization and is allowed to hold the maximum amount of
rames that the VL can send in one cluster cycle, calculated as 𝑐 𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐 𝑦𝑐 𝑙𝑒 

𝑉 𝐿𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 
.

he send queues hold addresses and sizes of frames scheduled for send-
ng. Each queue operates in a FIFO manner, keeping track of the head
nd tail through two variables. 

The programmer has the responsibility to create frames in the
X/TX buffer according to its intended use by mean of the function
te_prepare_header to create the header of a TTEthernet frame.
rames are scheduled through the function tte_schedule_send ,
hich takes the address and size of the frame and which VL it should be

cheduled. The function then checks the queue of the VL and, if not full,
chedules the frame for sending. The programmer shall not overwrite
he buffer before the software stack sends the frame. 

.2.4. Generating the send schedule 

An end-system should know the TTEthernet schedule running on the
witch. By knowing the maximum frame size of a VL, the period, and
he offset, it is the possible send times for each VL can be computed
y repeatedly adding the period to the offset. A small algorithm is then
sed to combine these into a single schedule, generated on the fly at
he startup time of the end-system. This is explained through the ex-
mple presented in Fig. 7 . To simplify the scheduling of the next timer
nterrupt, each entry in the schedule represents the time until the next
nterrupt. We represent time in tenths of ms. 

The first event for each VL is at its offset; thus, the very first event
n the schedule can be found by finding the smallest offset. The starting
ffset is stored in a global variable startTick and the VL it belongs to
n the first place in the schedule. For all VLs, a temporary variable named
urrent is set to the offset of the VL. The VL that had the starting offset
dds its period to this value, which is the VL.current value when i is 0
n Fig. 7 . We calculate the schedule time when 𝑖 = 0 as the difference
etween the minimum current value (here 26) and the last current value
here 10). We store the VL with the smallest current value in the next
lace in the schedule (when 𝑖 = 1 ), and we increment its current value
y its period. We repeat these steps until the smallest current value is
arger than the cluster-cycle (8 ms in this example). 

.3. Theoretical limits of the implementation 

Because of the single-threaded nature of the implementation, the
ontroller is characterized by certain limits, which we describe in the
ollowing three subsections. 

.3.1. Earliest outgoing TT frame 

At the start of every cluster cycle, the transmission of frames is sched-
led by the PCF handle function right after the clock has been corrected.
ince the start of the cycle is defined as the point were the PCF frame
s sent by the synchronization masters, scheduling a VL to send at 0 ms
ould cause the function to schedule a timer-tick in the past. 
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Fig. 8. The earliest possible receive time is max_delay before the start of the 
acceptance window. The latest possible receive time is at the end of the accep- 
tance window. The first TT frame should be scheduled no earlier than the WCET 
of tte_receive after the latest possible receive time. 

Fig. 9. The code executed after receiving a TT frame should take no longer than 
from the latest TT receive time until the earliest receive time of the next PCF. 
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Fig. 10. Illustration of components and VLs in the system. Red nodes are syn- 
chronization masters; purple nodes are synchronization clients. This is also the 
physical setup used for tests presented in Section 5 . 

Fig. 11. Typical process using TTEthernet tools. 
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We do not know the exact receive times of PCFs at compile-time, but
e can assume that a PCF is permanent within the acceptance window,

he latest possible receive time would be the same as the latest possible
ermanence time. Since the acceptance window is twice as wide as the
recision, the latest receive time can be calculated with Eq. (5) . 

𝑒𝑐 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (5)

o ensure that the first outgoing TT frame is never scheduled too soon,
t should be scheduled no earlier than the latest possible receive time
lus the WCET of the tte_receive function. Fig. 8 illustrates this
iming relationship. 

.3.2. Maximum execution time after a TT frame 

If the program has a long execution time, the reception of PCF might
e delayed, negatively impacting the clock synchronization. Part of this
ould arise from the code executed after receiving a TT frame. The max-
mum allowed execution time after a TT frame depends on the TT frame
cheduled with the smallest gap to the next integration frame. In our
witch implementation, the 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 _ 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 defined in the switch dictates
he latest possible receive time in the node. 

The earliest possible receive time of a PCF (assuming it is on sched-
le) would be if the actual transmission time were 0, and the frame was
ermanent as early as possible in the acceptance window. This is equiv-
lent to 𝑚𝑎𝑥 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 before the acceptance window, as seen in Fig. 8 . All
n all, the maximum execution time of the code executed on receiving a
T frame can be calculated with Eq. (6) , as illustrated in Fig. 9 . 

𝑎𝑥 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 _ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (6)

.3.3. Maximum execution time during the integration cycle 

Even if code executed upon receiving TT frames follow the limits
escribed above, the reception of a PCF could still be delayed if the
ombined execution times of everything executed during an integration
ycle exceed the integration period. This limit can be expressed with
q. (7) , where inc tt is the number of received TT frames. 

𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 > 𝑊 𝐶𝐸𝑇 𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑡𝑡 ⋅𝑊 𝐶𝐸𝑇 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 _ 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 ⋅𝑊 𝐶𝐸𝑇 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 (7)

.4. Source Access 

The TTEthernet controller and the relevant software are in
pen source and are available at https://github.com/t-crest/patmos .
he software can be found at https://github.com/t-crest/patmos/tree/
aster/c/apps/tte-node . 
. Evaluation 

.1. System setup 

For implementation and testing, we used the star network config-
ration shown in Fig. 10 . It consists of a TTEthernet Chronos switch
rom TTTech Inc., four Linux end nodes (AS, AC, VS, and VC), a Mi-
rosoft Windows node used for configuration and monitoring, and our
TEthernet node. Three of the Linux end nodes (AS, AC, and VC) act
s synchronization masters. The fourth Linux node (VS), as well as our
TEthernet node, act as synchronization clients. 

The TTTech Chronos switch has 24 ports: six supporting Gigabit Eth-
rnet and 18 supporting fast Ethernet (10/100 Mbit/s). We use 100
bits/s. The four Linix nodes are Dell precision T1700 PCs running
buntu. They are all equipped with a TTEthernet PCIe network card.
he network card has two small form-factor pluggable ports that sup-
ort connections with 100/1000 Mbit/s. The PCs execute a TTEthernet
river and API, as well as various test programs. The Windows PC does
ot contain any TTEthernet specific hardware. It runs the TTEthernet
ools from TTTech AG. that is used for configuring the TTEthernet sys-
em. The Windows PC is used to monitor the traffic on all VLs using Wire-
hark. The final node is our TTEthernet node, which is implemented on
n Altera DE2-115 FPGA board using two Ethernet controllers: one for
ending and one for receiving. All implemented hardware and software
s open-source. 

The TTEthernet tools are a development suite for configuring TTEth-
rnet systems [42] . The tools include a GUI editor based on Eclipse [42] .
ig. 11 shows the typical process for generating configuration files for all
evices in a TTEthernet system. The first step is to create a network de-
cription file. It contains information about: senders, receivers, physical
inks, virtual links, and synchronization domain. The TTE-Plan tool uses
his file to generate a network configuration file, including the schedule
or the entire network. For a specific schedule, we can also manually
dit the network configuration file. From the network description and
he network configuration files the tool TTE-Build generates the device-
pecific binary images that are loaded into the switch and the end nodes
t initialization time. 

We have experimented with different schedules, all implementing
he same set of VLs, as shown in Fig. 10 . We tested the network at dif-
erent integration periods and cluster cycles, but most experiments have
sed an integration period of 10 ms and a cluster cycle of 20 ms. The
aximum possible transmission delay of any frame in the system was

alculated with the TTEthernet tools and configured as 135600 ns. The

https://github.com/t-crest/patmos
https://github.com/t-crest/patmos/tree/master/c/apps/tte-node
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Fig. 12. Clock error comparison between two 
different integration periods. 

Fig. 13. Clock error with two different integra- 
tion periods using a PI controller. 
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ompression delay of 10,500 ns was used for collecting the results in
ection 5 . We calculated the precision with the provided TTEthernet
ools, and configured it as 10375 ns. 

.2. Clock synchronization 

The clock error is calculated as the difference between the scheduled
eceive point in time, and the actual permanence point in time at each
eceived integration frame as specified by the TTEthernet standard SAE
S6802 [43] . The clock error was measured in two different setups using
ifferent integration periods (synchronization cycles), a 10 ms period,
nd a 100 ms period. Fig. 12 presents a comparison of the measured
lock error for the two integration periods. For an integration period
f 100 ms, the clock error ranges between 2875 ns and 3225 ns with
 mean of 3055 ns, while for an integration period of 10 ms, the clock
rror ranges between 2812 ns and 3112 ns with a mean of 2948 ns. 

To reduce the systematic error, we implemented a proportional/inte-
ral (PI) controller. The controller was manually tuned by first increas-
ng the proportional part until there was a steady oscillation and then
ncreasing the integral part until the systematic error was removed, this
rocedure led to the coefficient values 𝐾 𝑖 = 0 . 3 and 𝐾 𝑝 = 0 . 7 . The results
f the PI controller implementation are presented in Fig. 13 and com-
ared between the two different integration periods. When the control
oop stabilizes, the clock error is just a few clock cycles with a mean of
26 ns for the integration period of 100 ms and a mean of 16.23 ns for
he integration period of 10 ms. This is the best that can be achieved
y taking timestamps in software in a tight loop. Similar methods for
ompensating the clock error have been investigated in [25] . The au-
hors presented in simulation the use of a Least Squares Algorithm that
anaged to achieve 2000 ns offset. By applying a simple PI controller,
ot only we reduce the complexity, but we also measured a significant
ncrease in the clock synchronization accuracy. 

.3. Latency and jitter 

To precisely measure latency and jitter of TT frames from the imple-
ented controller, we used a physical setup similar to the one described

n [2] and shown in Fig. 10 . 
The test uses the two available Ethernet ports on the Altera board

nd sets up a schedule with a VL from one port to the other. Both ports
re considered to be their own device by the schedule and are both
ynchronization clients. The second controller is accessed like the first,
ut uses a different address in local memory. This was not supported by
he original ethlib, and was accommodated by duplicating several ethlib
O functions. A single VL with a period of 10 ms and an offset of 8.2 ms
as used, which simplifies the test program since one frame can be sent
nd received each integration cycle. 

The test program follows the form described in Fig. 6 , with the first
ontroller receiving frames in the overall loop. After a successful syn-
hronization frame, a TT frame is scheduled, and the program waits until
he second controller receives the frame before proceeding. This enables
he program to collect both the schedule and receive points of frames
s the current clock cycle count. A slightly modified version of the send-
ng interrupt function was used to measure the send point, making it
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Fig. 14. Latency for various frame sizes as a function of minimum switch delay. 
The correlation is solid, and well within the expected minimum and maximum 

values. 
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Table 1 

Worst case execution time of TTEthernet software stack 
functions. 

Function WCET (in clock cycles) 

tte_clear_free_rx_buffer 10 

tte_receive 3018 (3424) 

tte_receive_log 3154 (3561) 

handle_integration_frame 1454 (1860) 

hande_integration_frame_log 1590 (1997) 

tte_prepare_test_data 63149 

tte_schedule_send 244 

tte_send_data 306 

tte_clock_tick 1721 

tte_code_int 392419 

tte_code_tt 40156 
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ossible to calculate latency and jitter. Both receive and send window
n the switch where 263 μs wide. 

Fig. 14 shows latency measured as the average difference in send
nd receive time over 2000 measurements for 3 different frame sizes
ith various minimum switch delays. Lmin and Lmax have been calcu-

ated using Eqs. (1) and (2) , disregarding propagation delay, and plotted
longside the values. All measured values are inside the expected mini-
um and maximum values. 

The expected transmission times for frames of the measured sizes are
.12 μs, 32 μs, and 121.12 μs respectively, which means that the actual
witch delay for these experiments must be approximately 200 μs higher
han the minimum, judging by the trend-lines. This indicates that the
witch receives the frames approximately 63 μs into the receive window
n these tests. The jitter, measured as the smallest latency subtracted
rom the highest, did not vary significantly as a function of switch delay
ut stayed between 4.5 us and 4.6 us throughout all experiments. 

.4. Worst-case execution time 

To enable the WCET analysis of the software, all loops need to be
ounded. Therefore, we needed to perform some small modifications
o our code. The function which converts the transparent clock from
he format used in PCF to clock cycles initially performed division on
n unsigned long. According to the analysis tool, the division function
ontains an unbounded loop. We replaced the division by an almost
quivalent series of multiplication and bit-shifting to make the function
nalyzable. Additionally, we added pragmas containing loop bounds to
ll loops in the code, to aid the analysis tool. 

We performed a WCET analysis on significant parts of the controller
sing the platin WCET tool [14] . For the analysis, the board configura-
ion was assumed to be the default for DE2-115. 

We run the WCET analysis on a program resembling the demo pro-
ram used with the regular implementation in Section 5.2 . To verify that
he program and schedule satisfy the limits presented in Section 4.3 ,
arts of the program have been moved into separate functions. Addi-
ionally, to analyze the timer interrupt function, it had to be explicitly
alled. 

The tool requires that analyzed functions have the attribute
oinline to prevent inlining. This makes the analysis slightly more
essimistic than necessary. The results can be seen in Table 1 , where
ll functions are part of the implemented tte.c library, except for the
nal two, which are part of the tested demo program. The parentheses

ndicate WCET with PI implementation. 
tte_clear_free_rx_buffer and tte_receive are men-

ioned in Section 4.2.2 . tte_receive_log is the TTEthernet receive
unction with logging enabled. handle_integration_frame and
handle_integration_frame_log are called by the
te_receive function if the frame is an integration frame.
te_prepare_test_data creates a TT frame where the
ata part repeats a specified byte until the frame has a certain
ength. tte_schedule_send is described in Section 4.2.3 .
te_clock_tick and tte_clock_tick_log are the timer in-

errupt functions with and without logging, and call tte_send_data
hen sending a frame. tte_code_int is executed after each success-

ully received integration frame, and tte_code_tt is executed after
ach received TT frame. The addition of logging adds about 150 clock
ycles to the WCET. It is worth noting that the PI implementation adds
00 clock cycles while using fixed-point calculations. 

.5. Verifying theoretical limits of the demo program 

With this example program and schedule, it is possible to verify that
t satisfies the theoretical limits. The earliest outgoing TT frame in this
xample has an offset of 0.8 ms. Eq. (8) presents the calculation of the
arliest allowed transmission of a TT frame. It accounts for the equations
resented in Section 4.3.1 , the system constants, and the WCET of the
te_receive function (the log version) as 𝑊 𝐶𝐸𝑇 𝑡𝑡𝑒 _ 𝑟𝑥 . Since 332.3 μs

s approximately 0.33 ms, the example follows this limit. 

𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑊 𝐶𝐸𝑇 𝑡𝑡𝑒 _ 𝑟𝑥 

= 2 ⋅ 135 . 6 𝜇𝑠 + 10 . 5 𝜇𝑠 + 10 . 4 𝜇𝑠 + 3216 𝑐 𝑦𝑐 𝑙𝑒𝑠 ⋅
12 . 5 𝑛𝑠 

𝑐 𝑦𝑐 𝑙𝑒 

1000 𝑛𝑠 
𝜇𝑠 

= 332 . 3 𝜇𝑠 (8) 

The TT frame, which arrives closest to a PCF in this example, arrives
etween 18.6 ms and 18.863 ms. Using this information, Eq. (6) and the
ystem constants, the maximum allowed execution time after TT frames
s calculated with Eq. (9) . The WCET of tte_code_tt in this example
an be seen in Table 1 . Since it is less than the 101,816 calculated cycles,
he example program follows this limit. 

𝑎𝑥 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 _ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 _ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 

= 20 , 000 𝜇𝑠 − 18 , 863 𝜇𝑠 + 135 . 6 𝜇𝑠 + 10 . 5 𝜇𝑠 − 10 . 4 𝜇𝑠 

= 1272 . 7 𝜇𝑠 (9) 

𝑎𝑥 𝑐𝑐 = 1272 . 7 𝜇𝑠 ⋅
1000 𝑛𝑠 

𝜇𝑠 

12 . 5 𝑛𝑠 
𝑐 𝑦𝑐 𝑙𝑒 

= 101 , 816 𝑐 𝑦𝑐 𝑙𝑒𝑠 (10) 

The example schedule has a maximum of 3 incoming TT frames in
 single integration cycle. One of the VL can send a maximum of 3 out-
oing TT frames, and the other a maximum of 5. An integration period
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f 10 ms is assumed, which is equivalent to 800,000 clock cycles. This
nformation, Eq. (7) and the WCET in Table 1 are used to verifying the
nal limit in Eq. (11) (in clock cycles (cc)). 

𝑖𝑛𝑡 _ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 > 𝑊 𝐶𝐸𝑇 𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑡𝑡 ⋅𝑊 𝐶𝐸𝑇 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 _ 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 ⋅𝑊 𝐶𝐸𝑇 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 

00 , 000 𝑐𝑐 > 392 , 419 𝑐𝑐 + 3 ⋅ 40 , 156 𝑐𝑐 + 8 ⋅ 1824 𝑐𝑐 

00 , 000 𝑐𝑐 > 527 , 479 𝑐𝑐 (11) 

.6. Future work 

The presented time-predictable TTEthernet controller is a good basis
or future work. We plan to re-implement the whole TCP/IP stack in a
ime-predictable version. We will avoid the blocking calls to read and
rite, as the usual implementation of sockets. We will use non-blocking

unctions that can be called from periodic tasks. 
Furthermore, we are working on coordinating the scheduling of tasks

ith the scheduling of TTEthernet frames. With a tight coupling of time-
riggered execution and time-triggered communication, the end-to-end
atency can be reduced. 

Furthermore, we plan to add support of TSN to our node. Then we
an directly compare TTEthernet with TSN. 

. Conclusion 

This paper presented a time-predictable TTEthernet end-system,
uilt on top of the time-predictable Patmos processor. To the best of
ur knowledge, this solution is the first TTEthernet end-system that can
e analyzed for the worst-case execution time. 

We evaluated the TTEthernet node in a test environment with one
TEthernet switch and six TTEthernet nodes that exchanged frames in
arious periods. The presented end-system can synchronize to the net-
ork clock with nanosecond precision by using a PI controller that

ignificantly improves the synchronization error measured in previous
ork. The conformity of our end-system within the TTEthernet network

s verified by the reception of the PCF frames within the defined accep-
ance window. 

We performed a WCET analysis of the main functions of the network
ode. This analysis allowed to statically estimate the end-to-end latency
f transmitted time-triggered frames and verify the expected maximum
atency. Overall, this paper provides a solution for deterministic commu-
ication with TTEthernet and WCET analyzable tasks and network code
n the Patmos platform. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
pen-source TTEthernet node with a WCET analyzable network stack. 
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